
IPTECHVIEW Cloud Cameras Solution

One Camera Brand Rarely Fits Every Need and Budget

WHY IPTECHVIEW CAMERAS?

  Market demand for a robust value camera line           Includes IR 

  Cloud optimized                          Built-in Mic (certain models only)

  Preconfigured & remote configuration               Essential Analytics

  Low light & WDR                           NDAA compliant

Easy Plug and Play and Cloud Management
   No fixed IP or port forwarding need
   Full access to GUI through IPTECHVIEW
   Rich monitoring and alerting rules
High quality image with 1/2.7” CMOS sensor
(1/2.8” for hemispheric and PTZ)
CCross line, intrusion, enter/leave area detection (AD/VF/PTZ models) 
Sound and light alarm linkage, when smart intrusion is 
triggerd (AD/VF/PTZ models)
Intelligent People Flow Counting and Crowd Density 
Monitoring (VF/PTZ models)
LightHunter technology for ultra-high image quality
in low illumination environment (certain models)
4MP, 5MP or 8MP (depending on the model)4MP, 5MP or 8MP (depending on the model)
Ultra 265, H.265, H.264, MJPEG**

120dB true WDR technology
Support 9:16 Corridor Mode
Smart IR
Up to 256GB Micro SD card
PTZ model with 4.8~120mm, AF automatic focusing on motorized zoom lens
VVarifocal models in bullet/dome with 2.7 ~ 13.5mm, AF automatic focusing and motorized lens
IP66/67 protection; some models IK10 vandal-resistant
PoE support
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www.iptechview.com | Contact your distributor or local reseller to purchase these units  

Corridor Mode IP67

**IPTECHVIEW cloud recording uses H.264



Mix and match our NDAA-Compliant IPT cameras with your existing line when and where you need them.

*NDAA Compliant - Cameras use MSTAR chipset made in Taiwan. Housing and final assembly made in China. 

   Connectivity software & cloud design developed in the USA.
**IPTECHVIEW cloud recording uses H.264.
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IPTECHVIEW's cloud IP video surveillance solution constitutes one of the best deals for today's security market. 
Businesses have a true need for better basic surveillance that is focused on remote accessibility, smart alerts and 
notifications, and provides business managers and owners with actionable intelligence.

You need a unique modular solution like IPTECHVIEW that checks all the boxes for your customers, with a robust, 
durable, future proof & lasting solution that can be deployed to provide what's needed now, and can easily expand
into a full pro-active surveillance solution as needed.

It’s SIMPLE. IPTECHVIEW’s provisioning tools enable companies and their technology partners to 
easily and remotely reconfigure existing systems so these can be managed from anywhere. 
Surveillance cameras will be delivered IPTECHVIEW-Ready™ to easily add to a customer’s account by 
just installing them physically, connecting to POE and locating them within their IPT platform account.

   

It’s SCALABLE.  IPTECHVIEW SYSTEM enables surveillance partners to add as many customers, 
cameras, optimized fail-safe storage, and locations as desired. IPTECHVIEW SYSTEM is perfect for any 
customer and any size camera deployment.

   

It’s SECURE.  Critical data is always encrypted during transport and at rest. Our systems are monitored 
for security risks, and we continuously adopt new security techniques and procedures. IPTECHVIEW 
SYSTEM relies on one of the world’s strongest cloud-service network partners to ensure that all the 
camera users are protected.
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